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18th Jan – 24th Jan Weekly Compilation 

(The Hindu+ Indian Express + PIB + Other World Wide News) 

 

 Green Bonds                                                                                     (Source: Indian Express) 

Why in News: According to the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), the cost of issuing green bonds in 

India has generally remained higher compared to other bonds. It is largely due to asymmetric 

information.  

Green Bonds 

 It is a debt instrument just like any other normal bond, issued by an issuer for raising 

funds.    

 The only difference is that these instruments are designed specifically for funds to support 

specific projects benefitting the environment.  Green bonds typically come with tax 

incentives to enhance their attractiveness to investors.  

 The World Bank issued the first official green bond in 2009.  

 Green Bonds in India  

Yes Bank was the first Indian Bank to issue Green Infrastructure Bonds (GIBs) in India in 2015.  

SEBI has allocated the following eight categories with the tag of green projects: 

 Renewable energy  

 Clean transportation  

 Sustainable water management  

 Climate change  

 Energy efficiency  

 Sustainable waste management and  

 Land use  

 Biodiversity conservation 

Green bonds constituted only 0.7% of all the bonds issued in India since 2018.  As of March 

2020, Bank lending to renewable energy constituted 7.9% of outstanding bank credit to the 

power sector.  
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The average coupon rate for green bonds in India with maturities between 5 to 10 years 

has generally remained higher than the corporate and government bonds with similar tenure.  

Hence, Better information management system in India may help in reducing maturity 

mismatches, borrowing costs and lead to efficient resource allocation in Green Bonds.  

 Arctic Policy                                                                                              (Source: The Hindu)  

Why in News: Indian Government has presented the draft Arctic policy. The policy is open to 

public comments until January 26. 

The National Centre for Polar and Ocean Research (NCPOR), Ministry of Earth Sciences is the 

nodal agency for India’s Polar research program, which includes Arctic studies. The Ministry of 

External Affairs provides the external interface to the Arctic Council. 

India’s Arctic Policy: India’s Arctic policy will rest on five pillars: 

 Science and research 

 Economic and human development cooperation 

 Transportation and connectivity 

 Governance and international cooperation 

 National capacity building 

Objectives 

 To better understand the scientific and climate-related linkages between the Arctic and 

the Indian monsoons. 

 To promote domestic scientific research capacities by expanding earth sciences, 

biological sciences, geosciences, climate change and space-related program, dove-tailed 

with Arctic imperatives in Indian Universities. 

 To put in place Arctic-related programs for mineral/oil and gas exploration in petroleum 

research institutes. It also aimed at encouraging tourism and hospitality sectors to 

engage with Arctic enterprises. 

Arctic Council 

It was formally established in 1996 by The Ottawa Declaration. It is an intergovernmental forum 

for promoting cooperation, coordination and interaction between the Arctic States.  

Members: a) Canada b) Denmark, c) Finland d) Iceland e) Norway f) Russia g) Sweden and h) 

United States. 
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India has received the ‘Observer’ country status in the Arctic Council in 2013 and is one 

among the 13 countries across the world, including China, to have that position. The status was 

renewed in 2018. 

 Shram Shakti and Shram Sathi Portal                                                             (Source: PIB) 

Why in News: Union Minister of Tribal Affairs has virtually launched the Shram Shakti Portal for 

data related to Tribal migrants. The Minister also launched the tribal training module- Shram 

Saathi. 

Shram Shakti portal 

 It is a National Migration Support Portal that aims to collect data related to tribal migrant 

workers and link them with the existing welfare schemes. 

 The various data that will be recorded via the portal include demographic profile, livelihood 

options, skill mapping, and migration pattern. 

Significance 

The portal would be able to successfully address the data gap and empower tribal migrant 

workers, who generally migrate in search of employment and income generation. It would also 

effectively help in the smooth formulation of state and national level programs for migrant 

workers. 

Shram Saathi  

It is a tribal training module. It aims to ensure the process of livelihood migration is safe and 

productive for tribal migrants. Once training is done the tribal migrant worker can demand and 

access services, rights and entitlements etc. 

Reason for the launch of module 

Tribal migrants have low awareness about their rights and entitlements. They also do not know 

the ways to access services and social security in source and destination areas 

 India Innovation Index-2020                                                                          (Source: PIB) 

Why in News: NITI Aayog along with the Institute for Competitiveness has released the second 

edition of the India Innovation Index-2020.   
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India Innovation Index’s first edition of the index was launched in October 2019.   The Index is 

aimed at providing an effective tool to track the state of innovation at both the national and the 

state level.   

The index intends to accomplish the following three functions:  

 Rank all States and Union Territories based on their index score.  

 Identify innovation related opportunities and challenges for the states.  

 Assist in modifying governmental policies to foster innovation.  

Parameters: The index measures innovation inputs through ‘Enablers’ and innovation output as 

‘Performance.’  

Enablers: There are Five Enabler pillars that capture elements of the state economy. They act as 

inputs for the innovation environment. They are: Human Capital, Investment, Knowledge 

Workers, Business Environment, Safety and Legal Environment.  

Performance: The two Performance pillars that depict the performance are: Knowledge Output 

and Knowledge Diffusion.  

Ranking: The index has classified the States and Union Territories into three categories: Major 

States; NE and Hill States; and UT. These regions are categorized based on the area, as spatial 

homogeneity across states makes for a fair comparison for innovative capacity.  

Highlights 

The index has found that the level of competitiveness among the States and Union Territories 

was high. This competitiveness is essential for improving on their enabling factors as well 

as innovation performance.  

Major States: Karnataka has continued to occupy the top position followed by Maharashtra, 

Tamil Nadu, Telangana, Kerala, Haryana, Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh and Punjab.  

UT: Delhi has retained its first rank in this category followed by Chandigarh.  

North-Eastern/Hill States category: Himachal Pradesh has topped the index in this category 

followed by Uttarakhand.  
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  Vaccine Matri                                                                                              (Source: PIB) 

Why in News: India will officially start its vaccine diplomacy with the name “Vaccine 

Maitri” under its Neighborhood First policy. It is the use of vaccines to increase a country’s 

diplomatic relationship with other countries.  

India will supply Made-in-India Covid-19 vaccines to its neighboring and key partner 

countries under its Neighborhood First policy.  Bhutan and Maldives will be the first to get the 

vaccines followed by Bangladesh, Nepal, Myanmar and Seychelles.   

Sri Lanka, Afghanistan and Mauritius will also get doses once they give necessary regulatory 

approvals.  Pakistan has not been named as a neighboring country which will get the vaccine.   

Vaccine will be supplied to the partner countries in a phased manner, keeping in mind the 

demand.  

Earlier Diplomacy measures by India:  

India had earlier supplied Hydroxychloroquine, Remdesivir and Paracetamol tablets as well as 

diagnostic kits, ventilators, masks, gloves and other medical supplies to a large number of 

countries during the pandemic.  

Under the Partnerships for Accelerating Clinical Trials (PACT) program, India has also provided 

training to several neighbouring countries to enhance and strengthen their clinical capabilities   

Add On 

PACT program: It has been launched for supporting COVID-19 vaccine development activities in 

partnering countries.   The initiative is being implemented by Biotechnology Industry Research 

Assistance Council (BIRAC) and Clinical Development Services Agency (CDSA) under the aegis of 

the National Bio- Pharma Mission and Ind-CEPI Mission of DBT.  

 Military Exercise                                                                                                 (Source: PIB) 

 

 Bilateral Air exercise “Desert Knight-21” between India and France will be conducted Air 

Force Station Jodhpur.  

Desert Knight-21 Exercise 

Exercise Desert Knight: Exercise will take place between Indian Air Force (IAF) and the French 

Air and Space Force.  The French and Indian air forces have been conducting Exercise Garuda 

for the last several years as part of efforts to boost operational cooperation.  
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Its aim is to provide operational exposure and also help in sharing practices towards enhancing 

combat capability.  For the first time ever the both the countries will be using Rafale aircraft in 

this exercise.  

 A large scale Joint Military exercise – Exercise Kavach will be conducted in the coming 

week.  

Exercise Kavach: It is a Joint Military exercise involving assets of the Indian Army, Indian Navy, 

Indian Air Force, and Indian Coast Guard.  

The exercise will be conducted under the aegis of the Andaman and Nicobar Command, the 

only Joint Forces Command of the country.  

Objective 

 To fine-tune joint war-fighting capabilities and Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for 

enhancing operational synergy.  

 To execute multi-domain, high-intensity offensive and defensive maneuvers in the 

Andaman Sea and Bay of Bengal.  

 The exercise involves synergized application of maritime surveillance assets, coordinated air 

and maritime strikes, air defense, submarine and landing operations.  

 

 Global Risk Report                                                                          (Source: Indian Express) 

The World Economic Forum (WEF) has released the 16th edition of the Global Risk Report, 

2021. 

Report findings are based on the Global 

Risks Perception Survey (GRPS). GRPS was 

undertaken by more than 650 members of 

leadership communities of WEF (World 

Economic Forum).  

Its aim is to highlight the risks and 

consequences of widening inequalities and 

increasing societal fragmentation, due to 

the COVID-19 pandemic, in 2021 and over 

the next decade. 
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 Adaptation Gap Report                                                                           (Source: The Hindu)  

Why in News:  United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) has released the Adaptation Gap 

Report 2020.  

Key Facts 

Adaptation: It is one of the pillars of Paris accord. It involves increasing capacity and reduction 

of vulnerability of countries and communities to climate-related disasters. This capacity will be 

built by national efforts and funding mechanisms.   

The report aims to indicate national and international efforts to advance adaptation.  

Highlights 

 An annual adaptation cost in developing countries is much higher at $70 billion, compared 

to current finance of around $30 billion annually for adaptation. This cost is estimated to at 

least quadruple by 2050.  Cost of Adaptation includes costs like planning, preparing for, 

facilitating and implementing adaptation measures.  

 Rise in Temperature: The world is heading for at least a 3°C temperature rise this century. 

Even if countries are successful in limiting global warming to well below 2°C, or even 1.5°C, 

the poor countries will suffer.  

 Impact of Pandemic: The COVID-19 pandemic is expected to hit the ability of countries to 

plan for, finance and implement adaptation actions. It will disproportionately affect the 

most vulnerable countries and population groups.  

Recommendations 

 Along with faster implementation, Countries need to step up the Public and private finance 

for adaptation.   

 Nature-based solutions – locally appropriate actions that address societal challenges, such 

as climate change, and provide human well-being and biodiversity benefits by protecting, 

sustainably managing and restoring natural or modified ecosystems – must also become a 

priority.  

 Cutting greenhouse gas emissions will reduce the impacts and costs associated with climate 

change.  
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 Startup India Seed Fund                                                                                     (Source: PIB) 

Why in News: ‘Kalrav’, Bihar’s 1st state–level festival started at the Nagi-Nakti bird sanctuaries 

in the Jamui district, Bihar.  

The festival is hosted by the department of forest, environment and climate change. The event 

is intended to create awareness about the conservation of birds and their habitat, the 

wetlands.  

Importance of Birds  

Those who can understand a bird’s behavior can understand that it sends a signal of any 

impending natural calamity.  Birds also help in the pollination of plant species.  Hence, as a part 

of the bird conservation plan, the forest department has developed a bird ringing station at 

Bhagalpur  

Nagi- Nakti Bird Sanctuaries:  

Nagi Dam and Nakti Dam are although two different sanctuaries but they can be taken as one 

bird area due to their closeness.  These sanctuaries are a home to wide variety of indigenous 

species and migratory birds that turn up during the winters from places like Eurasia, Central 

Asia, the Arctic Circle, Russia and Northern China.  

Birdlife International has declared it as an important bird area due to a rare phenomenon. i.e, 

Appearance of around 1,600 bar-headed geese which is about 3% of the global population of 

this variety, at this sanctuary.  

The sanctuary is unique for its rock formation, “tor” in Jamui area. In India, this rock formation 

is available only in Hampi in Karnataka.  

 SAKSHAM Campaign                                                                                         (Source: PIB) 

Petroleum Conservation Research Association (PCRA) has launched a month-long campaign 

“SAKSHAM”. 

SAKSHAM: It is a people-centric fuel conservation mega campaign that aims to highlight the 

adverse health and environmental impacts of increasing carbon footprints. The idea is to 

convince consumers to switch to cleaner fuels and bring in behavioral change to use fossil fuel 

intelligently. 
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Campaign: The campaign through various pan-India activities such as farmer workshops, 

seminars, painting competition, CNG vehicle driving contest will spread awareness among 

masses about the advantages of using clean fuels. 

The campaign will also spread awareness about 7 key drivers that the Prime Minister 

mentioned saying that collectively these would help India move towards cleaner energy. 

The key drivers include 1) moving towards a gas-based economy, 2) cleaner use of fossil 

fuels 3) greater reliance on domestic sources to drive bio-fuels 4) achieving renewable targets 

with the set deadlines 5) increased use of electric vehicles to de-carbonize mobility 6)increased 

use of cleaner fuels like Hydrogen and 7) digital innovation across all energy systems. 

Add Ons 

PCRA: It is a registered society set up under the aegis of the Ministry of Petroleum & Natural 

Gas. As a non-profit organization, PCRA is a national government agency engaged in promoting 

energy efficiency in various sectors of the economy. 

Functions: It helps the government in proposing policies and strategies for petroleum 

conservation aimed at reducing excessive dependence of the country on oil requirements. 

 NBFC Regulation Framework                                                                (Source: The Hindu)          

Why in News: Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has proposed a tighter regulatory framework for non-

banking financial companies (NBFCs) by creating a four-tier structure. The intensity of 

regulations will be greatest at the top layer and lowest at the base layer. 

Its objective is to keep the big NBFCs in good financial health. It has become important after 

the failure of extremely large NBFC like IL&FS. 

Four Tier Structure 

Base layer: This layer will include the large number of small NBFCs in the country and will 

subject to the least regulation. It is because they have a limited impact on systemic stability. 

The proposals for this set of NBFCs include: 

 Entry-level net owned funds required to be raised to Rs 20 crore from Rs 2 crore 

 NPA classification norm of 180 days will be harmonized to 90 days 

 Disclosure requirements will be widened by including disclosures on types of exposure, 

related party transactions, and customer complaints. 
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Middle Layer: It will consist of NBFCs that currently fall in the ‘systemically important’ category 

along with deposit-taking non-bank lenders. Housing Finance Companies, Infrastructure 

Finance Companies, Infrastructure Debt Funds, Core Investment Companies. The proposals for 

this set of NBFCs include: 

 It will be subjected to tighter corporate governance norms. 

 No changes proposed in the capital-to-risk-assets ratio (CRAR) of 15% with a minimum 

Tier-I ratio of 10%. 

 These NBFCs cannot provide loans to companies for buy-back of securities. 

 NBFCs with 10 or more branches will be required to adopt core banking solutions. 

Upper Layer: It will include about 25-30 NBFCs and will be subjected to bank-like regulation. 

 It will have to implement differential standard asset provisioning and also the large 

exposure framework as applicable to banks. 

 The concept of Core Equity Tier-1 will be introduced for this category and is proposed to 

be set at 9%. 

 They will also be subject to a mandatory listing requirement. 

Top Layer: This layer will be empty for now and will be populated with NBFCs, where the RBI 

may see an elevated systemic risk. 

 National Startup Advisory Council                                                          (Source: Express)  

Why in News: The Government of India has nominated 28 non-official members on the 

National Startup Advisory Council.  

About National Startup Advisory Council 

National Startup Advisory Council was constituted by the Department for Promotion of Industry 

and Internal Trade (DPIIT) in January, 2020.  

Its objective is to advise the Government on measures needed to build a 

strong startup ecosystem. The ecosystem will nurture innovation and startups in the country. It 

will drive sustainable economic growth and generate large scale employment opportunities.  

Composition 

 Chairman: Minister for Commerce & Industry.  

 Convener of the Council: Joint Secretary, Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal 

Trade.  
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 Ex-officio Members: Nominees of the concerned Ministries/Departments/Organizations not 

below the rank of Joint Secretary.   

Non-official members to be nominated by the Government from various categories like: 

 Founders of successful startups  

 Veterans who have grown and scaled companies in India  

 Persons capable of representing the interests of investors into startups, etc.   

 

 


